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#TyrannyInMassachusetts 
#RetaliationForExercisingFreedomofSpeech 

Recording, #ForTheRecord, that post my article yesterday
on the CHD petition, plus the thread on the @nytimes
article, helis have been flying directly over my head all
day, eve, and this morn. Who is it I wonder.1/

That's not the whole of it of course. Microwave pulse shots to the head, PEPs,

vibrating the bed, tiny electroshocks, bone-conductance hits to knees, heat-hits to

spine--for hours-- have attended my waking-up this morn. From: neighbor-houses,

parked cars, drones/sats. 2/

Most people would be shocked to hear this. Others, terrified.  

But this is the reality of barbaric DEWs/exotic tech permitted for use on the streets of

Mass by @CityofQuincy @MassGov @MassGovernor. 

Writing to these parties to knock it off has not yielded result. 3/

They have helped build "Electronic Concentration Camps" in the cities of

Massachusetts using funds from @DHSgov @DeptofDefense @TheJusticeDept. 

Just as every other city in US has, making a secret pact to use military weapons on

Americans inside America--a MOU exposed in 2018: 4/

They've forgotten however there is NO EXCUSE for Torture, Physical Abuse, and

Trauma-Infliction.  

Does #FBI #CIA #DOJ #DOD #DHS #NSA believe they are above the law?  
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They certainly act like it. Violating human rights, abusing all human rights

protections is LAWLESS behavior. 5/

Threat, intimidation, force, aggression--and repeated, continuous actions of same--is

Terrorism.  

Smear campaigns in neighborhoods to mislead all that a horrific criminal lurks in

their midst necessitating helis all day, 24/7 zoomers on streets, loud NOISE

harassment is Crime.6/

This notion of RETALIATION on AI too, for daring to speak, to write, to publish fact

or opinion, is UNLAWFUL.  

No agency of USGOV or MASSGOV or QUINCYGOV has the right to physically

assault & batter anyone in America with stealth weapons.  

A system of ATROCITY has been built.7/

This system, which has built itself on FALSE COUNSEL from legal depts at #DOJ

#DOD #DHS needs to be torn down. 

It has self-permitted ATROCITY, CRIME, TERRORISM, ASSAULT & BATTERY,

assuring itself using "Anti-personnel" DEWS to vibrate, pulse-shot, overheat, implant

ppl is OK. 8/

Transparently too, this system RAMPS up the assault when someone "steps out of

line" by daring to exercise God-given rights of FREEDOM OF SPEECH.  

This needs to be exposed.  

Uptil now, those reporting Stealth Weapon Assault have been dismissed as "Mental."

9/

That is no longer possible when SOURCES & METHODS of stealth assault by

governments who have GONE OFF THE RAILS have been laid bare. In US--as in

Worldwide Operations--use of these weapons & methods of silencing neighbors uses

"SURVEILLANCE" as cover.10/ 
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• • •

The American people have also permitted this ATROCITY by freely agreeing to

monitor & surveill their smeared neighbor, permit Fusion Center contractors to tear

into the neighborhood, park in their drives to track and hit: And @MassAGO is aware

of this, she has permitted it. 11/

To add, fusion center contractors--sub CIA MK ULTRA/DIA MK INSANE--are

permitted to move in as tenants, owners of adjacent houses: 24/7 in-house

employment using Wifi, RF/exotic neurotech on said smeared target--while

#MassPolice #FBI fly the helis overhead. #ORGANIZEDCRIME 12/

Once again, #CharlesBaker @MassGovernor, #MayorThomasKoch @Koch4Quincy,

#MauraHealey @MassAGO, are asked to CEASE AND DESIST from this outrageous,

unwarranted assault on my body.  

This writer will NOT stop exposing crime, & will NOT stop exercising FREEDOM OF

SPEECH. 13/13

@threadreaderapp Pl. unroll, thx.
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